Inter-market Technical Analysis for March 8, 2009

Weekly Inter-market Technical Report
10-Year Treasury Notes ($UST – Price)
Monthly

The 10-Year Note has developed a clear rising parallel trend channel that reaches now to the $128 level with confluence
support about the $114 level. On the Monthly chart, price seems to have room to fall to test lower-level support in the
channel, though there are intermediate support levels on the lower frames.
Price made a new momentum and price high in early 2009 which hints that higher prices are yet to come. The structure
is in a confirmed up-trend and the moving averages are as bullish as they can be.
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Weekly

I've overlaid the Fibonacci retracements off two key swing highs/lows to find confluence, which comes in about the $120
level, which is also where prior resistance came in early 2008. That's also the supposed peak of Wave 1. It appears that
we are in a 3rd Wave of an upward impulse, though an alternate count has us completing a C of an ABC Corrective Phase
(lower probability).
Momentum has made a new high along with price which hints that higher prices are yet to come and that key support
could come in here at the rising 20 EMA as well as Fibonacci confluence at $120. If price failed here, support would
likely come in at $118.50.
A bull flag could be forming and the break-out of the downward trend channel - not shown - would be an excellent
buying opportunity with minimal risk to play for the end of Wave 3 or alternately Wave 5 (under an alternate count).
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Daily

We zoom in to see the key support levels that are possible for the 10-Year Note, which include two Fibonacci levels
about the $122 and $120 level. A new momentum high formed then price formed a negative divergence that preceded
the reversal/retracement down to support at $121, which happens to be the 50% Fibonacci Retracement off the $130
highs to $112 lows. This level should act as key support. If not, price will challenge the $119 level.
Odds seem to favor a higher move off these levels, as a corrective Phase seems to be coming to an end.
A positive momentum divergence has developed under price as it finds support at the $121 level.
A potential flag is setting up, and a break above $124.50 (or $125.00) would trigger an entry to play for at least $130 as a
retest or $135 (full flag target).
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US S&P 500 ($SPX)
Monthly

Eyes have been focused on the S&P 500 since it broke the 2002 lows and also the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement off the
1987 lows. The last three months have been down-months which is remarkable and price has fallen over 20% from 900
to 680 in a three-month span - that is a significant and tremendous decline.
The momentum oscillator is recording a lifetime low at -200, which - if it does not indicate capitulation (unlikely) then it
indicates that the actual low is yet to come.
If the structure is an Expanded Flat ABC from the 2000 peak, then we would expect C to run a bit beneath the A Wave
Low, which it has. The monthly chart underscores the horrific nature of the 2008/2009 bear market.
The next Fibonacci support - and target - comes in at 660.
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Weekly

There are two ways to count the Elliott Pattern - one bullish and one bearish. Both counts are presented.
The bullish count has us finishing Wave 5 very soon for a large-scale ABC or corrective pattern going forward.
The bearish count has us still in fractal waves of the larger 3rd Major Wave and also set to make an ABC Correction up
that would be Major (circled) Wave 4 which would imply prices could ultimately go as low as 500 or less.
The Moving averages are as bearish as they get and price is coming off a new momentum low in October. Unless we fall
straight down in a move larger than that of October (impossible) then the oscillator will form a positive divergence
which will be set in place for perhaps a larger than normal counter-rally yet to come.
From the look of this chart, it appears we're still in the 3rd wave of whatever 5th Wave structure, meaning we have a
fractal 4 up and fractal 5 down to complete this larger scale 5th wave.
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Daily:

I've chosen to label the more bearish 'alternate' count here which implies we are still in the fractal 3rd wave down.
It appears also that we are in, or just completing the fractal iii of the 3 of (5), meaning we still have a bit more ground to
cover before new lows set in (according to Elliott Wave).
Momentum is heading lower, confirming the prices, and a divergence is not forming on the short-term, though a longterm divergence has formed off the October new momentum low. This actually is forming a Three-Swing Positive
Momentum Divergence that might be going unnoticed by many analysts. This pattern is forming on many stock charts.
The moving averages are as bearish as they get and price is clearly beneath them all.
Short-term, however, a doji has formed at the lower Bollinger Band and so it would not be surprising if the doji held and
we got a short-term counter-move back up perhaps to challenge the 760 or 770 level which would be the 20 EMA.
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Gold
Monthly

Gold is in a solid uptrend on the Monthly chart, as evidenced by the structure and the moving averages.
A new momentum high has formed on the 2008 swing into new highs, hinting that higher prices are yet to come. Price
found support just above both the rising 50 month and confluence Fibonacci retracement zones at $650 in late 2008,
resulting in the present up-swing which has come back into resistance. There is now almost identical confluence at the
$735 level which is drawn using two Fibonacci grids.
The long upper shadow that formed on last month's candle has short-term bearish implications, and the 3/10 line seems
to be hooking over at the moment, though both are above the zero-line.
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Weekly

I'm showing two possible Elliott Wave counts here, one of which implies a 5-wave impulse has completed and that we
are now in a deep corrective phase and will be swinging back down to the $700 level as the next likely swing.
The other implies that the recent correction was Wave 4 and that we are currently in Wave 5 up to surpass the $1,025
highs soon. We'll have to wait to see how this next swing plays out to firm up the count.
Price formed a new momentum high on the recent swing up into resistance, hinting higher prices are yet to come. Price
couldn't overcome the $1,000 per ounce level. The moving averages are in the most bullish orientation and price is
above all of them and we just got a quick snap-back to test the confluence area at $900 I mentioned in last week's
report. If price swings back down from here, it's unlikely that level will hold again (having been tested once with price
forming a weekly doji) but it would be the first logical support level ($850 - $900).
Gold is in the 'wait and see' mode as to whether the highs can be taken out or the lower support will crack.
Because of the trend structure, odds do seem to favor higher prices yet to come.
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Daily

Gold has formed a clear trend-channel and has tested support via those levels (at $900) this week. Price found support
and appears to be rallying up to test perhaps the upper level of the trend channel at $990 to $1,000 and the daily chart
seems to be indicating higher prices yet to come.
However, there is a persistent negative momentum divergence that has formed all the way up on the current upswing
from $700 which brings the uptrend into question, particularly at resistance.
Though odds do seem to favor a test of the $990 upper channel level, gold could weaken from here. Keep a close watch
on gold every day this week to see the resolution of this move.
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WTI Crude Oil ($WTIC)
Monthly

Crude appears so strongly to want to bounce off current levels and perhaps go as high as $70 to challenge the soon-tobe crossing 20 and 50 EMAs. Price found support at the 200 month SMA and has formed a monthly bullish hammer
candle which strongly implies higher prices are coming... and if anything, it would be a favorable risk/reward as a stop
would go under the $35 level perhaps.
Wave B Up seems to be unfolding now.
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Weekly

We see a closer look at the key support area at $35 and the compelling - though not certain - argument that crude is
likely to test the $55 area at a minimum at the $70/$75 area at a maximum in a B-Wave counter move.
A massive positive momentum divergence has formed at the $35 level, and both the 3/10 and trend line are rising. The
3/10 is about to cross 0. It almost appears that an arc is forming off the highs which, if broken, would trigger a very high
probability buy.
To be clear, the structure is in a downtrend and any rise would be a counter-swing up.
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Daily

Again, we see almost compelling reason to buy crude should price breach $45 (which it has done) as discussed in last
week's report. Price appears to be completing a massive Rounded Reversal or rounded arc that's coming off a very
lengthy positive momentum divergence. The $35 level has provided key support since 2009 which would be an
excellent place to assess risk.
An up move is not guaranteed, but there is so much space for price to 'run' if the overhead resistance is cleanly broken.
Price could move up fast off these levels.
Again, any move up would be a countertrend move.
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US Dollar Index ($USD)
Monthly

Unseen by most analysts, the Dollar is coming up against Fibonacci resistance at the $90 level (38.2% Fib off 2002 price
high to 2008 low). We'll need to see if buyers can overcome this level or if we're due for a natural retracement swing
down (perhaps as crude rises) to test confluence support about the $83 level.
A new momentum high has formed, hinting higher prices are yet to come. However technically, the move up into 2009
is a counterswing up in the context of a large downtrend. To reverse the trend, we'd need to see price take out the
2005 high and close above $92.50. Until then, this is a counter-swing.
However, an argument for a bottom can be made as there is a massive positive momentum divergence forming. First, in
the 3/10, the black line is diverging off the 2003/2005 lows (with price) and also the rare Red-Line Divergence - which
offers a more powerful signal - is diverging off the 2003 lows.
This is a significant development that needs further attention and could indicate a trend reversal has already happened.
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Weekly

Further arguing for an official trend reversal, price has made two new momentum highs and two new price highs and
the moving averages are about to shift into the most bullish orientation possible. Price is now above all 3 averages
which should act as support on any pullback.
The Rising 50 EMA held price in the most recent downswing.
Notice that a weekly Doji has formed, which is a short-term reversal signal, and a Negative Momentum Divergence is
setting up off new price highs. That's also bearish short-term.
Still, it would appear the dollar is in Wave 3 of an upward impulse... or alternatively in Wave C of an ABC Corrective Up
impulse.
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Daily

Finally, we see the Dollar Elliott Structure on the Daily, which argues that we are still in, or finishing Wave (3) of Major
Circled 3. If so, some sort of down retracement is due, but ultimately price should carry higher.
A negative momentum divergence has formed under these new price highs, which will likely cap any bullish moves, and
one could argue also that a 45-degree move up like we have is actually corrective and not impulsive and could easily see
a fall from these levels. That would - for now - be a lower probability outcome.
The Daily moving averages are in the most bullish orientation possible, though dojis and negative momentum
divergences seem to temper any dollar bulls at the moment.
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Disclaimer:
All information is from sources deemed to be reliable, but there is no guarantee to the accuracy. Information is for educational purposes only and
is not intended to give specific trading advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Investment/ trading carries significant risk
of loss and you should consult your financial professional before investing or trading. Your financial advisor can give you specific financial advice
that is appropriate to your needs, risk-tolerance, and financial position. Neither Corey Rosenbloom nor Afraid to Trade was compensated in any
way by any of the broad markets, stocks, or securities discussed in this report. Corey Rosenbloom is compensated by the sale of this report and not
by any underwriter or dealer associated with these markets. Opinions are based on widely-accepted methods of technical analysis including the
Elliott Wave Principle, Oscillators/Indicators, Candle-charting analysis, Volume, Fibonacci, and other methods of analysis. No specific
recommendation is given to buy, hold, or sell any of these markets/securities or exchange traded funds related to these markets. Neither Corey
Rosenbloom nor Afraid to Trade is a Registered Investment Advisor. Long-term investment success relies on recognizing probabilities in price
action for possible future outcomes, rather than absolute certainty – risk-management is critical for success. Error and uncertainty are part of any
form of market analysis.
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